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MONEY COACH. KEYNOTE SPEAKER. 

WWW.KATIEMILD.COM
EMAIL :  KATIE@KATIEMILD.COM



SERVICES

WORKSHOPS &
KEYNOTES
Katie will work with your company
to create a customized workshop
experience for your salesforce.
Katie is also available for in-
person and virtual keynote
addresses at your next event.

COURSES &
COACHING

Katie's self-paced online course,
Armored Agent, is designed
specifically for independent
contractor sales professionals and
their unique money challenges.

Katie also offers two-month and six-
month 1-on-1 money coaching
services.



SOCIAL
MEDIA &
CONTACT

INFO

YOUTUBE &
INSTAGRAM
Subscribers receive Katie's weekly
"Money Minute" newsletter with a
link to her weekly money vlog on
YouTube. Followers can also
interact with Katie on Instagram
where she posts additional content
around money management for
independent contractors. 

CONTACT KATIE
WEBSITE: WWW.KATIEMILD.COM
EMAIL: KATIE@KATIEMILD.COM
INSTAGRAM: @KATIE_MILD
YOUTUBE:
https://www.youtube.com/user/KEasterly1

http://www.katiemild.com/
https://katiemild.com/contact/
https://www.instagram.com/katie_mild/
https://www.youtube.com/user/KEasterly1


The Armored Agent Money course is designed
specifically with the independent contractor in

mind.

 This course will help independent sales
professionals flip their negative money memories,
find their driving WHY’s, rewrite their money stories

and create an action plan to kill their debt
mentality and step into a lasting wealth legacy.

Self-paced and divided over 8 modules, this
course was created to fit into a busy

entrepreneur's lifestyle. 

Course Lifetime Access: $299

THE ARMORED AGENT 
MONEY COURSE



T H E  A R M O R E D  A G E N T  P H I L O S O P H Y

I work with sales professionals every day. And I
was tired of seeing so many of them fail.
Their production levels didn't matter. Their

experience levels didn't matter. Their sales

prowess, networking abilities or closing rates

didn't matter either. It boiled down to this:

99% of these sales professionals who were in

financial trouble got there because of their

poor relationships with money. 

Zero discipline. A lack of focus. And a

maddening belief that they could "out-earn"

their bad money behaviors with the "just one

more commission check" mentality. 

The Armored Agent money philosophy will

completely upend these beliefs. 

It’s time to ARMOR UP. 

Armor up with tools to help you structure your

deals and systems. 

Armor up with an unbreakable mindset that tells

you every day that you are deserving of wealth. 

Armor up with the ability to manage this wealth

responsibly and deploy it for good.

By tackling your individual money story, tracing

back your relationship with money to the very

beginning, and flipping your scripts and money

self-talk, you will transform yourself and your life. 

You deserve to retire with abundance and dignity.

You deserve to create a legacy of lasting wealth

and prosperity. But you have to go earn it NOW. 

You've made your money. NOW OWN IT. 


